CEN 01/2018 (Assistant Loco Pilots & Technicians)

Instructions to candidates Rescheduled to appear on 21-05-19

On account of Image not visible issue during CBAT on 10-05-19

A notice was published on the websites of RRBs on the technical issue of image not visible while answering the responses in Test 4 or Test 5 during the Computer Based Aptitude Test (CBAT) conducted on 10-05-19.

The representations furnished by the candidates through link, mail and in the test centres have been reviewed and the candidates who have represented that they were affected in test 4 or test 5 are provisionally rescheduled to appear in the Computer Based Aptitude Test on 21-05-19.

The rescheduled candidates have been advised through email and SMS to visit RRB website to download the CBAT e-Call letter for appearing in the Rescheduled Aptitude Test on 21-05-19 by clicking on the link provided on the websites.

Further candidates are advised that the candidature for the rescheduled Aptitude test is provisional. In case, it is observed that any candidates have made false representation and rescheduled for CBAT, RRB reserves the right to take appropriate action and the decision of RRB on this account shall be final and binding.

Accordingly, candidates are advised to satisfy themselves that they were genuinely affected in Test 4 or Test 5 conducted on 10-05-19 and then only appear in the rescheduled CBAT on 21-05-19 in the scheduled centre.

It is also clarified that the rescheduled candidates need not bring the vision certificate for appearing in the rescheduled CBAT on 21-05-19 as the same have been submitted by them on 10-05-19 in the centre.
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